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CLOUD FOR EVERYONE
NEXT ‘18 Recap

Google Cloud Platform, offered by Google,
is a suite of cloud computing services that
runs on the same infrastructure that Google
uses internally for its end-user products,
such as Google Search and YouTube.
Alongside a set of management tools, it
provides a series of modular cloud services
including computing, data storage, data
analytics and machine learning
Google Cloud Platform provides Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS or
aPaaS), and Serverless Computing environments.

Cloud computing is an information technology (IT) paradigm that enables ubiquitous access to shared
pools of configurable system resources and higher-level services that can be rapidly provisioned with
minimal management effort, often over the Internet. Cloud computing relies on sharing of resources to
achieve coherence and economies of scale, similar to a public utility.
Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) refers to online services that provide high-level APIs used to
dereference various low-level details of underlying network infrastructure like physical computing
resources, location, data partitioning, scaling, security, backup etc
Platform as a Service (PaaS) or application platform as a Service (aPaaS) or platform base service is a
category of cloud computing services that provides a platform allowing customers to develop, run, and
manage applications without the complexity of building and maintaining the infrastructure typically
associated with developing and launching an app.
Serverless computing is a cloud-computing execution model in which the cloud provider acts as the
server, dynamically managing the allocation of machine resources. Pricing is based on the actual amount
of resources consumed by an application, rather than on pre-purchased units of capacity. It is a form of
utility
computing.

Google announced the Google Services Platform as a service that provides
advanced operational management capabilities to the cloud and
on-premises IT environments. This service includes the following functions:

1. Service mesh - Service mesh is to control communication between
microservices with a unified mechanism independent of language,
and Google Services Platform adopts open source 'Istio'. We also offer
"Apigee API Management for Istio" which enables us to operate Istio's
micro service using existing corporate API management tools.
2. Hybrid Computing - Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) is a service for
managing containers, but announced GKE On-Prem as a service that
enables this Kubernetes cluster to run in on-premises environments.
Users will be able to use the same environment in the cloud and
on-premises.

operational management capabilities - la gestion operationelle avancée
on-premises IT environments - l’environement physique des systemès d’Informations; rx interne d’une
entreprise
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a unified mechanism independent of language- un mechanisme unifé qui ne depend pas du
langage
'Istio'- Connect, secure, control, and observe services. Istio enhances the security of microservices
and their communication — both service-to-service and end-user-to-service — without requiring service
code
Apigee- is a full lifecycle API management platform that enables API providers to design, secure,
deploy, monitor, and scale APIs
microservices approach- Rather than run an entire complex application inside a single container,
the application can be split in to modules (such as the database, the application front end, and so on).
Applications built in this way are easier to manage because each module is relatively simple, and
changes can be made to modules without having to rebuild the entire application.

3. Policy management: GKE Policy Management appeared to establish a
single
policy
to
manage
the
load
of
Kubernetes.
4. Operation tool: New Stackdriver Monitoring provides service graph showing
service, communication method and dependency of the whole environment in
real time, monitoring service level objectives, and combining signals of specific
services into one. We will also provide dashboards.

5. Serverless Computing: Knative, which provides middleware components
for building environments where container-based applications can run
anywhere, such as on-premises, clouds, and third-party data centers, has
appeared.
6. Developer tools : Cloud Build has appeared as a CI / CD platform. When
changes are added to the source repository such as Github, it can be set to
automatically
build,
test,
and
deploy.

- Gestion des politiques- Gestion des politiques
- Dependency management is the approach practiced by software
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programmers to specify, provision, install, update and generally manage the
set of dependent programs that their product or application relies on
- Knative- Kubernetes-based platform to build, deploy, and manage modern
serverless workloads.
- container-based applications- Containers are a solution to the problem of
how to get software to run reliably when moved from one computing environment
to another. A container consists of an entire runtime environment: an application,
plus all its dependencies, libraries and other binaries, and configuration files
needed to run it, bundled into one package.
- CI/CD- to the combined practices of continuous integration and continuous
delivery

In addition, as announcing to serverless , we announced support for new
runtime of PHP and Python in App Engine standard environment and$200
access to Cloud Firestore of Firebase from GCP.
In the official blog of Google's programming language 'Go', the Go Cloud
project was announced that makes it easy to transplant between clouds.
The project will provide a library that separates the application from the
cloud-specific API so that it can write more portable and simple code.

GO is a compiled, concurrent, garbage-collected, statically typed language which
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is developed by Google. ... The main reason for developing a new programming
language was because the ideas and change in hardware haven't had a chance to
influence C++. Go = C + strings + garbage collection + concurrency. It is suitable
for building really big programs to analyze the whole internet

Go Cloud — a set of libraries that makes it easier to build cloud-based
applications with the Go language. Go Cloud offers a set of generic APIs for
accessing common cloud storage tools, as well as MySQL support, and a more
sophisticated web server that includes built-in logging, tracing, and health checking

In addition, in relation to AI , "Providing tools that can leverage machine $200
learning
regardless of skill level and expertise", Cloud AutoML Vision and Cloud Natural
Language which extended the ML model to meet specific needs, Cloud Natural
Language , Cloud Translation and, TPU V3s of ASIC chip, which is designed for
machine learning, to provide an interactive interface Dialogflow such as has
emerged.
Also, in G Suite , smart reply function that assists Hangouts chat and reply to e-mail
will appear, security features will be updated. You can see the image of the new G
Suite
by
looking
at
the
following
movie:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oGPc_o-e4BQ
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Live stream
Access the live stream here:

https://cloud.withgoogle.com/next18/sf/

MACHINE LEARNING
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Qwiklab: Intro to Machine Learning
Enroll in the Baseline: Data, ML, AI Quest
Machine learning is a field of computer science that uses statistical
techniques to give computer systems the ability to "learn" (e.g., progressively
improve performance on a specific task) with data, without being explicitly
programmed.
1. Cloud ML Engine: Qwik Start (lab) (video) - Train and deploy a TensorFlow
model to Cloud ML Engine.
2. Cloud Natural Language API: Qwik Start (lab) - Perform sentiment analysis
on a block of text. For fun, paste in the last email you sent!

https://goo.gl/i288gZ

What’s Next?
Make sure your attendees and you...
1. Complete all the labs in your Quest
and earn a Machine Learning badge.
Finish within a month and earn an
additional month of Qwiklabs access.
2. List your Google Cloud badge on your
resume and your LinkedIn profile, and
don’t forget to join the social media
conversation with #next18extended!

Extra credit!
● Did you complete the
Baseline Quest? Challenge
yourself to the Machine
Learning APIs Quest.
● Did you take the ML APIs
Quest? Go even further with
the Data Engineering Quest,
designed to help you practice
certification exam topics.

Qwiklab: Advanced Machine Learning
Enroll in the Machine Learning APIs Quest
Add custom link here
1. Cloud ML Engine: Qwik Start (lab) (video) - Train and deploy a
TensorFlow model to Cloud ML Engine.
2. Detect Labels, Faces, and Landmarks in Images with the Cloud Vision
API (lab) - How do you feel about self-driving cars? Learn what’s behind
the AI making the future possible.

Anyways:
#GirlsCanGiveTechTalkToo
twitter: @rachiebuzz

THANK YOU

